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1. INTRODUCTION

The pressurization and venting of enclosed compartments due to the accidental rupture of
coolant piping is a safety problem common to many nuclear facilities. The processes associated
with such an accident are very complex, involving, in general, transient multiphase flows,
interactions and mixing between the incoming flows and the gases in the compartment, and heat
transfer with the surroundings. Since pipe rupture is associated with many phenomenological
uncertainties,.elaborate 3-D thermal-hydraulic modeling and extensive calculational efforts
are not warranted for many design applications. It is then more appropriate to rely on
simplified, global analysis approaches which can provide reasonably conservative estimates of
the structural loads and flow processes, and which can readily be used in parameter/design
studies. The objective of this paper is to present such an approach.

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION, APPROACH AND ASSUMPTIONS

The method is illustrated using the example of a cooling system cubicle in a fuel cycle facility in
which all refrigerant lines rupture simultaneously during a design basis earthquake (see Fig.
1). The coolant inflow leads to possible overpressurization of the compartment which is vented by
a single duct of a filtered safety exhaust system. Of particular concern is the loading of a steel
bulkhead which forms one wall of the cubicle. The inflows are two-phase flows which over much
of their duration are chocked (sonic) flows, and in a short time span (-20 s) a few hundred
kilograms of coolant are released. The major source of inflow is through the unrestricted return
line (105 mm diameter) coining from the suction trap (see Fig. 1) which contains up to 320 kg of
coolant (Freon 12). While significant amounts of coolant reside in the condenser (180 kg), the
flow on the inlet side is highly restricted by three inlet control valves with very small orifices
(6.25 mm diameter). The failure of the piping at the cooling box results in a large inflow area (16
line*, 40 mm each), but the total amount of coolant is small (less than 10 kg).

The adiabatic two-phase coolant expansion flows into the cubicle as well as the
depressurization of refrigerant reservoirs are modeled using a simplified analytical
formulation, which assumes, that the derivative of the specific volume with respect to the
reciprocal of the pressure is a constant along an adiabat in the mixture region [1,2]. Upon
expansion to the cubicle conditions the coolant is partially vaporized and additional vaporization
occurs when the cold liquid contacts the surroundings (in particular the floor) which are at room
temperature (see Fig. 1). The coolant vapors are much heavier than air (negatively buoyant),
hence, mixing and heat transfer between the two gases is neglected. The early response of the
cubicle and outflow through the exhaust duct (200 mm diameter) are dominated by adiabatic
compression of the air, in the upper portion of the compartment, and air outflow only (see Fig. 1).
During later stages, after most of the air expulsion, the pressure response is dominated by



refrigerant vapor outflow and its compressibility. Both the air and the freon vapor are treated as
perfect gases and the cubicle response and outflow are modeled as quasi—steady processes.
Transient heat transfer from the concrete structure provides the heat input for coolant
vaporization.

3. COOLANT FLOW MODELING

The two-phase flows of coolant as well as the depressurization of the refrigerant reservoirs are
calculated using the so called "Lambda" formulation [1,2], i.e.,

= constant = Apovo,
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where v is the specific volume, p is pressure, and s is entropy, and subscript (o) refers to a
reference state, such as the initial reservoir conditions. The dimensionless slope of the isentrope
X is called the expansion parameter. Integration and normalization yields thermodynamic
relationships and flow variables such as the specific volume (v), sound speed (c), velocity (u),
and enthalpy (h), in terms of A, and the expansion pressure ratio, namely:

v = — = ( l - X ) + £ ; \|r = — = (1-X)5 + X (2a,b)
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For adiabatic quasi-steady outflow from a reservoir, the continuity and energy equations
relate the state in the reservoir to that at the rupture/exit, i.e.;

• dM V dv Au. . , 1 2 ,K M
M= i r = - ^ d T = - v ; h=K+ 2 u» (5a'b)

Here subscript e refers to the exit state, M is the mass and V the constant reservoir volume. In
terms of the dimensionless variables these relationships are:

The dimensionless time x = (teoAW, where A is the effective flow area. These nonlinear
equations can be solved to give the mass outflow rate and the reservoir pressure decay for both
subsonic and choked outflow.

4. PRESSURE RESPONSE OF COMPARTMENTS

In accordance with the assumptions the quasi-static pressurization of the cubicles and outflow
through the exhaust duct proceeds in two stages.



4.1 Air Pressurization and Outflow

Since the total volume V of the cubicle is constant we have:

or

where VA and VF are the volumes occupied by the air and freon vapor respectively. The pressure
p of the two gases is also the same. Modeling the flow resistance of the grill and ducting by an
orifice coefficient KA and assuming the gases in the cubicle are at rest the response is governed
by the conservation of mass and energy as follows [3]:

(8a,b)

Here subscript A refers to the conditions of the air in the cubicle, AA is the area of the exhaust duct,
MA is the mass outflow rate, hA is air enthalpy, and p is the cubicle pressure. Combining perfect
gas relationships for unchoked air outflow [4], with Equations (8) gives the following equation for
the cubicle pressure:

1/2
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(9)

Here the ratio of specific heat v = 2.4, and p<>o is the ambient pressure. For the freon it is simply
assumed that all or a portion of the inflow vaporizes and heats up to the conditions in the cavity.
Thus the rate of change of freon volume is

where pp is the freon vapor density, bp is a constant, and Mpy is the freon vapor mass production
rate. The latter depends on the freon source inflow rate and the vaporization rate in the cubicle.
Expressions (10) are based on the premise that in the range of interest the freon vapor density is
approximately a linear function of pressure only [5]. Using Equations (7), (9) and (10) together
with appropriate initial conditions and freon mass inflow rates Mp and vaporization rates Mpv
one can solve for the pressure rise in the cubicle.

4.2 Coolant Pressurization and Outflow

After the expulsion of air from the cubicle, the pressure response and gas outflow are dominated
by the freon vapor behavior. Again, the equations of mass and energy conservation for the freon
vapor are:

= hp(M F V -M v . )

Here Mpv is the total vaporized portion of the freon inflow rate, Mye i* vapor outflow through the
exhaust duct, and eF and hp are respectively the specific energy and enthalpy of the freon vapor.
The volume of any liquid freon residing in the cubicle is neglected. Using thermodynamic
relationships for a perfect gas and rearranging one obtains from Equations (11)



Here YF = 1.J- is the adiatic exponent for freon. These equations together with the rate of vapor
production Mpy and the perfect gas expression for the vapor outflow Mye [4] provide a set of
differential equations for the determination of the pressure and freon vapor density in the
cubicle.

4.3 Heat Transfer and Freon Vaporization

Since the initial temperature in the cubicle (15.6CC) is much higher than that of the incoming
freon flows (-34.4°C) a considerable portion of the freon will vaporize and/or heat up. The
concrete surfaces are the major heat supply and transfer surfaces. For the relatively short time
durations of interest the concrete floor/walls act like infinite slabs and the maximum rate of
heat transfer occurs when the heat transfer resistance at the surface is neglected. For these
conditions the heat transfer rate Q can be readily computed (see page 242 of Ref. 6), and the freon
vaporization rate is My = Q/H, where H is the latent heat of freon. Part of the inflowing freon
may already be in vapor form or will vaporize by expansion from the source conditions to cubicle
pressure. Thus the total vapor production rate Mpy is equal to the |um of this directly vaporized
freon and the freon vaporization rate resulting from heat transfer My.

5. CALCULATIONAL PROCEDURES

In general, the coolant inflow equations and the cubicle response equations are coupled and form
a highly nonlinear set of differential/algebraic equations for the determination of the pressure
rise. They are solved by a Runge-Kutta technique using the MATHEMATICA Program [71. As
indicated earlier, for the specific problem under consideration there are three sources of freon
inflow (see Fig. 1). Their respective initial conditions are: (i) Suction Side: 247 kPa and
-6.7°C, (ii) Inlet Side: 798 kPa and 32.2°C, (iii) Cooling Box: 276 kPa and -3.3°C.

Except for a small amount of vapor in the suction line all inlet flows are initially two-phase
choked flows. Since the main interest is in estimating a bounding or design cubicle pressure, it
is assumed that the rapid flow from the cooling box (duration less than O.3s) proceeds at constant
maximum flow rate. A similar assumption is made for the highly restricted long duration flow
(-200 s) from the inlet side. This is conservative and implies that the source conditions remain
constant during inflow. To avoid overconservatdsms the massive inflow from the suction side is
modeled in detail as are the conditions in the suction trap and the initial transient in the long
suction line. The pressure response also depends on the geometry and initial physical
parameters of the cubicle, these are: volume 23.S m3, initial pressure 82.7 kPa, floor area
13.0 m2, and wall area 24.2 m2. A value of 0.5 is used for the orfice coefficient of the 200 mm
exhaust duct.

In calculating the cubicle response, it is assumed that initially during the vapor discharge
from the suction line (-1.5 s) all freon vaporizes. Thereafter vaporization is controlled by
expansion and heat transfer to the concrete structure. With these assumptions the computations
proceed through a number of stages or time intervals, in each of which the inflows, vaporization
and gas pressurization conditions change.

6. RESULTS

A typical pressure response of the cubicle, as calculated using the approach and procedures
outlined above, is shown in Fig. 2. This result represents the baseline case in that it includes all
the computational stages and uses reasonably conservative assumptions. The discontinuities in
the slope of the curve are due to the simplifying assumptions made in the calculations, which



essentially amount to an abrupt change in the initial conditions as a new stage of computations
is started. In reality these changes are more gradual.

In general two pressure peaks are observed in the cubicle. The first one occurs early while the
air compressibility governs the process. The reversal of slope in the pressure curve and second
pressure peak during the freon outflow in the late stage come about because the freon is much
denser than air and thus offers much higher flow resistance. A more detailed model that takes
into account air-freon mixing, at least in the later stages, would smooth out the pressure curve.

The total freon mass inflow into the cubicle and the total amount of vaporized freon are given
in Fig. 3. At late stages less than 60% of the freon is vaporized and while the freon inflow has
leveled off, vaporization is still proceeding. However, the rate is not sufficiently high to increase
the pressure again. The calculated peak overpressure of about 14 kPa (2 psi) is a reasonably
conservative best estimate value.

Parameter studies indicate, that the major effects which limit the pressure rise in the
compartment are the freon vaporization rate and the realistic modeling of the pressure and flow
decay for the major source, i.e., the suction trap. Without these effects the pressure reaches
unrealistic high values. The effect of vaporization, which is limited by the available concrete
heat transfer area, is illustrated by the results given in Table 2. Only for unrealistic high
vaporization rates (heat transfer areas) does the second pressure peak exceed the first and the
pressure values are high. For all reasonable values of heat transfer area the peak overpressure
is less than 20 kPa (3 psi). This value was selected as the design pressure.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The simplified approach developed here for estimating the pressurization and venting of
enclosed compartments has been found to be very versatile and efficient for estimating
structural design loads. The method is readily adaptable to treating other coolant line rupture
accidents in nuclear plants. In case of neutrally buoyant vapor inflows, mixing of the gases and
heat transfer between them must be included. For vapor/mixture inflows at high temperatures,
e.g., steam/water mixtures, condensation and heat transfer to the surroundings replaces the
vaporization encountered in the current problem.
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Table 1. Effect of Freon Vaporization on Peak Cubicle Pressures

Vaporization Air Pressure Time Freon Pressure Time
Area m2 kPa s kPa s

0
13.0
25.1
37.2

OO

12.355
14.245
19.491
25.869
32.771 (Nooeak)

1.513
2.013
2.713
3.113
7.219

1L087
19.678
30.103
53.276

16.863
15.563
14.563
11.569
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